
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a program / implementation
manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for program / implementation manager

Engages with the customer post sale to walk them through the enrollment
process and acts as primary point of contact through enrollment project
completion
Requests data download, monitors progress and accuracy
Provides direct (post-enrollment) assistance to client for enrollment changes
and program issue resolution
Review and maintains Sales Force project documentation for accuracy
through hand off to Account Management
Conducts virtual and onsite workflow inventories and analyses with libraries
to propose and present operational practices, recommend configurable and
customizable service options, and assist libraries to make decisions regarding
their user authentication integrations and migrations of data, when these two
activities are required
Design, develop, deploy, deliver, and continuously improve implementation
programs
Reviews, revises, and builds implementation programs, as assigned or as
identified and proposed by the position itself
Collects, analyzes, and reports customer satisfaction data related to
implementation programs
Re-engages with implemented or migrated libraries and institutions to follow-
up or follow-on with decisions and activities that are actionable post-

Example of Program / Implementation Manager Job
Description
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Collaborates with Training, Documentation, and Support teams to deliver
consistent member experiences, and ensure continued high customer
satisfaction

Qualifications for program / implementation manager

Ability to use various MICROSOFT products
Change oriented” mindset with the desire to guide and shape any changes to
obtain the maximum benefit for the organization
A distinct self-assurance confident appearance across different hierarchy
levels
Willingness to travel up to 25% (approximately one week per month)
Self-starter with a proven track record in delivering complex projects
Current and practical knowledge of the Securities Industry preferably in a
DCC context


